Knowledge Base Population (KBP) tasks, such as slot filling, show the particular importance of entity-oriented automatic relevant document acquisition. Rich, diverse and reliable relevant documents satisfy the fundamental requirement that a KBP system explores the nature of an entity. Towards the bottleneck problem between comprehensiveness and definiteness of acquisition, we propose a collaborative archiving method. In particular we introduce topic modeling methodologies into entity biography profiling, so as to build a bridge between fuzzy and exact matching. On one side, we employ the topics in a small-scale high-quality relevant documents (i.e., exact matching results) to summarize the life slices of a target entity (i.e., biography), and on the other side, we use the biography as a reliable reference material to detect new truly relevant documents from a large-scale partially complete pseudo-feedback (i.e., fuzzy matching results). We leverage the archiving method to enhance slot filling systems. Experiments on KBP corpus show significant improvement over stateof-the-art.
Introduction
Entity archiving is an entity-oriented document retrieval task. Towards a target entity of a specific type, such as the ones discussed in this paper, a person or an organization, the goal of entity archiving is to search and collect all relevant documents from large-scale data sets under limited prior knowledge of the entity. We limit our study to the regular English entity archiving, in which the prior knowledge contains the commonly used full name (formatted by English entity naming criteria) along with a gold-standard reference document, such as a news story on President "George W. Bush".
Entity archiving plays a fundamental role in KBP tasks. It narrows down the range of the data source for knowledge discovery to small-scale closely related documents. Such documents, on one hand, contain informative content on a target entity, which is extremely favorable for background knowledge extraction. On the other hand, the documents provide definitive evidence for verifying the claimed identity of the entity.
As for KBP slot filling and verification tasks (Surdeanu and Ji, 2014) , the archived relevant documents to an entity provide sufficient contexts (provenances) of the concrete instances (fillers) of the entity attributes (slots). See Figure  1 , in which both the provenances support filler extraction, meanwhile the provenance 1 additionally provides the evidence to verify the fillers (e.g., is episcopalism the true religion of Bush?).
Figure 1: Use of entity archiving in slot filling
The main challenges of entity archiving are as follows: 1) it is difficult to retrieve all relevant documents through exact matching at the level of entity name, because an entity can be mentioned in various forms, such as alternate names and abbreviations; 2) in contrast, fuzzy matching introduces a large amount of noise into retrieval results (see the examples in Figure 1 ), although it is capable of recalling an overwhelming majority of relevant documents; 3) inadequate prior knowledge makes it difficult to generate a full profile of an entity; 4) although pseudo-feedback is helpful to enrich the prior knowledge, traditional entity profiling (e.g., bag-of-words) methods establish vague boundaries among different life slices of an entity. For example, they are incapable of distinguishing the slice of the "Church Scientologist in Sea Organization" of Mark Fisher 1 from the freelance career as the "Corporate liaison to Miscavige". As a result it is difficult to enhance the independent effects of different slices on the entity-document relevance determination.
To solve these problems, we propose a collaborative entity archiving (CEA) method. It employs the exact-matching based document retrieval to obtain a few high-quality reference documents, and leverages fuzzy matching for high-speed acquisition of adequate candidate documents (section 3). In addition, CEA uses the reference documents as prior knowledge to model the topic-level biography of an entity, and identifies the truly relevant documents from the candidates based on biography-document relevance (section 4). Experiments show that CEA has substantial advantages over traditional retrieval methods (section 5.1). We apply CEA to state-of-the-art slot filling systems. Experimental results show that CEA provides consistent gains (section 5.2).
Related Work
 Entity Search One research topic similar to entity archiving is entity search. Entity search aims to seek, collect, and rank entities associated with specific information needs (Balog et al, 2011) . The TREC Enterprise track featured an expert finding task (Balog et al, 2008a) : given a topic, return a ranked list of experts on the topic. In response to this problem, there have been considerable efforts on content based retrieval models, as well as feature selection, such as proximity (Petkova and Croft, 2007) , document priors (Hu et al, 2006; Zhu et al, 2010) , expert-document associations (Balog and De-Rijke, 2008) and external evidence (Serdyukov and Hiemstra, 2008) .
Since INEX was launched in 2002, which is an entity ranking task specific to structured data and multimedia (Demartini et al, 2010) , structured features have been widely used in entity search, such as the most recent studies on Wikipedia links and categories (Vercoustre et al, 2008; Zhu et al, 2008; Jiang et al, 2009; Weerkamp et al, 2009; Kaptein and Kamps, 2009; Balog et al, 2011) and web link structure (Balog et al, 2008b; You et al, 2011; Blanco et al, 2011; Neumayer et al, 2012; Bron et al, 2013) .
 Slot Filling
The goal of slot filling is to seek and extract the concrete instances (fillers) specific to multiple entity attributes (slots) from a large-scale textual data set Surdeanu, 2013; Surdeanu and Ji, 2014) . The quality of the fillers largely depends on the performance of entity archiving and information extraction.
Related studies on archiving mainly employed traditional retrieval techniques, including query expansion and string matching . A few studies involved document ranking and prioritizing by using probability model (Byrne and Dunnion, 2010; Roth et al, 2014) and statistical language model (Chrupala et al, 2010) .
For filler extraction, great efforts were made to generate effective patterns and structure perceptrons by supervised learning and reasoning (Chen et al, 2010; Grishman and Min, 2010; Gao et al, 2010; Surdeanu et al, 2011; Louis et al, 2011; Kisiel et al, 2013) . And effective feature selection and distant-supervision based classifiers have been explored (Lehmann et al, 2010; Artiles et al, 2011; Sun et al, 2011; Roth and Klakow, 2013; Roth et al, 2014) . Recently active learning (Angeli et al, 2014) , truth-finding (Yu et al, 2014) as well, scanning (Yu et al., 2015) and ensemble learning (Viswanathan et al., 2015) were introduced to this field.
 Brief Summary
In all, entity search concentrates on the analysis of a single specific aspect of an entity, which is of interest or related to a domain. In the expert finding task, only academic careers of person entities (potential experts) are of concern in entity-document relevance determination. By contrast, for the sake of comprehensive understanding of an entity, entity archiving necessarily takes multiple and diverse aspects into account, such as a person's career, family, religion, sociality, academics, etc. Due to the difference in goals, entity search techniques cannot be used directly to solve entity archiving problems.
The performance of conventional retrieval techniques was generally limited due to the lack of precise modeling of the characteristics of an entity. Sparse prior knowledge and absence of effective profiling methods cause difficulties in characterizing the entity. The rest of the paper will be about knowledge acquisition and partition, as well as the collaborative method, along with a topic-level biographical profiling method.
Prior Knowledge Acquisition
We use string matching based retrieval methods to acquire relevant documents. It is worth considering that the acquired documents are not straightforwardly defined as the final entity archiving results. As we will show in this section, some of them are reliable, while others are full of noise. Instead, we regard them as the prerequisite knowledge for a coarse-to-fine processing.
In the retrieval phase, a query Q is formulated as the full name of the target entity, while a document D is represented as a string of words. D is determined to be relevant only if it contains some words that match Q. Accordingly we name such words as entity mentions. Both Q and D are preprocessed by tokenization and stop-word filtering. Other commonly used preprocessing steps (stemming and lemmatization) are disabled because they may cause confusion between entity mentions and common words. We employ two matching methods for the relevance determination: exact and fuzzy matching.
Exact matching (EM) requires that a sequence of successive words in D exactly matches Q. By EM, entity archiving regards a full entity name as an indivisible word-order-fixed unit. Accordingly it only acquires the documents which contain the entity mentions in the form of completely-preserved full name.
Fuzzy matching (FM) relaxes the conditions to a large extent, allowing Q to be split into nonadjacent words. In particular, it supports the change in word order as well as partial match. By FM, entity archiving is able to retrieve documents that contain the entity mentions in the form of separated, pruned and/or reordered names. Table 2 shows some examples of using these matching methods, where the mark "•" denotes the available methods for a certain form of entity mention. Table 3 shows the performance of EM and FM based entity archiving on KBP corpus (Surdeanu, 2013) . We will introduce the corpus in details in Section 5. EM yields precise archiving results because the constraint conditions are helpful to reduce uncertainty in string matching. In contrast FM-based archiving is able to match entity name mentions with various forms, and thus it achieves higher recall. Table 3 : Effects of EM and FM on archiving However FM generally introduces much noise, namely those mistakenly retrieved irrelevant documents. The documents are recalled because some pseudo entity mentions they contain can easily satisfy the constraints of fuzzy matching. See examples of the pseudo mentions in Table 4 . As a result, FM yields a very low precision score.
Mark Fisher (PER)
<ID: SF14_ENG_031 > PlantWeb is a mark of the Fisher-Rosemount group of companies.
(separation) Deutsche Mark was the currency in Germany (pruning) Iconic Fisher-Price mark.
(reordering) Undoubtedly it is helpful for global optimization of entity archiving to make full use of the advantages of EM and FM. In view of the abovementioned investigation, we partition the string matching results into two parts, exact and fuzzy ones, which are used as reliable prior knowledge (named reference source) and unrefined prior knowledge (candidate source) respectively. Most documents in the reference are truly related to the target entity but the scale is not big (see Recall of EM in Table 3 ), while the candidate is full of both true answers and noise (see Precision and Recall of FM in Table 3 ), respectively. As we will show in the next section, the final archiving results are generated by synthesizing the sources in a collaborative coarse-to-fine way.
Collaborative Entity Archiving (CEA)
We propose a Collaborative Entity Archiving approach (CEA for short). CEA synthesizes the reference source and candidate source in a collaborative manner (section 4.1) through a biography-document relevance determination method (section 4.2 and 4.3). In addition, CEA involves mention disambiguation and query expansion in pre-processing to optimize the quality of both sources (section 4.4)
Overall Framework of CEA
CEA models the biography of an entity by using the topics in the reference source, in which, each topic serves as the description of a slice of life of the target entity (life slice for short), as shown in Figure 2 . The Life slice means an episode in the whole story of the entity, which may represent an event, state or scenario at a certain moment, such as a person's birth or an organization's establishment.
Figure 2: Framework of collaborative archiving CEA pulls out a document from the candidate source, one by one, and measures the biographydocument relevance at the topic level. By using a relevance threshold as the discrimination factor, CEA either preserves the document if it is relevant, or filters otherwise. Meanwhile, CEA adds the newly found relevant documents to the reference source, and updates the biography by reshaping life slices (i.e., topics). CEA iteratively goes through the process of biography formulation, biography-document relevance measurement and determination until a condition is satisfied. Finally CEA selects all the preserved documents in the reference source as the final output. Figure 2 shows the framework.
Biography-Document Relevance Models
We design a generative approach to estimate the biography-document relevance r, which calculates the conditional probability that a candidate document D generates the biography B:
In total we leverage three probabilistic models for modeling B and D, including relevance model, topic model and context-level topic model. Then we introduce Hellinger Distance (Lindsay, 1994) into relevance measurement.
 Relevance Model (RM)
Generally, Relevance Model (RM) (Huang and Croft, 2009) refers to the probability distribution over all words conditioned on their occurrences in a set of previously-known relevant documents (or high-quality pseudo-relevant documents), i.e.,
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, where V is the vocabulary, R is the document set, and P(w|R) can be estimated by TF-IDF. RM is often used in combination with Document Model (DM). Similar to RM, DM refers to the probability distribution over words in a particular document, i.e.,
. The relevance between R and D is normally determined by the agreement of RM and DM. The agreement can be estimated with Hellinger Distance between the models:
RM is a widely-used probabilistic model for information retrieval. It determines the relevance of a document to an object in accordance with homogeneousness in content between the document and the relevant documents of the object.
For an entity, in our case, we generate RM on the reference source, and regard it as the probabilistic model of a macro-level all-embracing biography B over the prior knowledge R. For a candidate document D, the biography-document relevance r is measured with Hellinger Distance between RM and DM: will demonstrate the effect of RM heavily relies on the quality of reference source in experiments.
 Topic Model (TM)
Empirically, RM is coarse-grained. It mixes up different, separate and incoherent life slices of an entity. A more serious problem is that RM assigns uneven weights to life slices, giving excessive weights to the words about the popular slices, but low or even zeroth weights to the unpopular ones. A popular slice is defined as the slice of greater concern, which is normally frequently mentioned in the reference source, such as the slice of "the career of George W. Bush as the President" (high weight) versus "his childhood" (low weight). As a result, the RM based biography-document relevance is only helpful to identify and recall the documents relevant to the popular slices but not to the unpopular ones.
As a modification, we employ Topic Model (TM) for biography modeling. We define a topic in the reference source as an independent finegrained representation for a microscopic life slice. Accordingly we treat the biography as a bucket of topics. We leverage Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al, 2003; Wei and Croft, 2006) for topic discovery and modeling in the reference source. A topic is modeled as a probability distribution over all words in lexicon conditioned on the association of the words with the topic, denoted as wV  , P(w|t R ), in which t R refers to a topic in the reference source, representing a life slice s. Table 5 shows partial topic models (slices) in the reference source of Mark Fisher, where the highlighted probability values by a box reveal the words that well characterize a topic (slice). In the same way, we survey the topics t C in the candidate source, modeled as wV , P(w|t C ). It is worth noting that those topics (t C ) may represent anything, namely the slices of the target entity or namesakes, related or unrelated events, etc. It means they are full of noise. In practice, given a target entity, its reference source (exact matching results) is a subset of the candidate source (fuzzy matching results). We picked the reference source out of the candidate to parse topics independently, forming the set of t R . Meanwhile, we parse topics in the candidate source to form the set of t C . Benefitting from the separate treatment, some of the truly related topics (t R ) to the entity (correct slices) can be collected along with less noise. Using the topics as references, we detect the relevant documents in the candidate source in terms of the topic-level biography-document relevance P(B|D).
Given a document D in the candidate source, we transform P(B|D) into the combination of topic-document relevance of all topics in the reference source. We measure the topic-document relevance with the conditional probability P(t R |D) that the topic t R occurs in the document D. Accordingly, P(B|D) is estimated by:
where, we incorporate the log likelihood into the numerical calculation for the sake of nonzero joint probability. Due to the separate topic modeling procedures for the reference and candidate sources, the probability P(t R |D) ̶ a topic t R in the reference source occurs in a candidate document D ̶ cannot be obtained directly. To solve the problem, we introduce the joint probability of topic-topic relevance between topics (t R ) in reference and topics (t C ) in candidate (see the mode in Figure 2 ) into the probability calculation:
where T R is the set of all topics in the reference source while T C is the candidate. The topic-topic relevance P(t R |t C ) is approximated by Hellinger distance estimation between the topic models of t R and t C . As a whole, we measure the biographydocument relevance as:
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We employ the toolkit GibbsLDA++ 2 in topic modeling, which is an implementation of LDA using Gibbs sampling (Porteous et al, 2008) . GibbsLDA++ makes it easy to parse the topics in a document set as well as estimate topic models P(w|t). Besides, GibbsLDA++ offers the probability over topics in generating a specific document, facilitating the estimation of P(t C |D) in equation (5). Table 6 shows the operating parameters what we set in experiments, where the ones {α, β} were set as the default values while the iterative number num is an empirical value. Table 6 : Operating parameters of GibbsLDA++
The necessary precondition for GibbsLDA++ in topic partition is to define the number N t of potential topics in a set of documents. We execute the Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes (Teh et al, 2005) , abbr., HDP, to predict N t . HDP is similar to current hierarchical information organization methods, such as the hierarchical clustering (Kummamuru et al, 2004) , unsupervised and coarse-to-fine grained. Hence HDP is useful in exploring the basic rules of topic partition in an automatic way, such as number and granularity. We employ HDP to estimate the number (N t ) of all possible topics in reference source and candidate separately, acquiring two N t for each target entity, one per source.
 Context-level Topic Model (CTM)
In consideration of the reliability of contexts in representing closely-related life slices to the entity, we use the contexts around entity mentions to improve the slice-oriented topic modeling. Table 7 : Instructions of various types of contexts A context consists of the words co-occurring with an entity mention in a radius-fixed text span or syntactic or dependent structure (see instructions in Table 7 ). Given a target entity, the entity mention in the reference source is its full name. The union of all contexts in the source defines the vocabulary V R that most probably represent the slices of the entity. In the candidate source, on the contrary, the entity mention can be a reordered, separated or pruned entity name, as well as abbreviation or alias, such as GWB (abbr.) and Dubya (alias) of George W. Bush. Different from the cases in reference, the vocabulary V C obtained from the contexts in candidate are closely related to diverse entities or other objects with the same name (see Table 2&4 ).
CTM measures the biography-document relevance in the same way with TM, estimating the topic-level P(B|D) by equation (5). The only difference lies in the available words in topic model P(w|t). For the ones not included in V R and V C , CTM assigns a weight zero in topic model no matter what GibbsLDA++ does.
Unsupervised Threshold Estimation
For each target entity, CEA measures the biography-document relevance for all documents in the candidate source. In the light of the relevance scores, CEA ranks the documents and sets a clear threshold θ to cut off the long tail in the ranking list, in other words, filtering the documents that have a relevance score lower than θ. The preserved documents will be added to the reference source for both biography reformulation and archiving result output.
We estimate the threshold by learning density distribution of documents over relevance scores (Arampatzis et al, 2009) . Density means the number of documents that have similar relevance scores. The distribution is produced by densities within all interval ranges of relevance score. Our empirical findings show that the density distribution fits a mixture of two Gaussians, where the highly relevant documents and the irrelevant ones distribute in two separate Gaussian peaks respectively. Accordingly we define the threshold as the range of relevance score at the extreme point between the peaks, as shown in Figure 3 . In order to detect the extreme point, we firstly use a cubic polynomial function to approximate the density distribution. Second, we go through the integral solution of the function in every finegrained interval range of relevance score (interval is set as max(r)/100). We finally detect the extremum between peaks. The threshold is initialized during runtime exclusively for each target entity, without training. It is re-estimated every time when the biography is reformulated.
Termination Criterion for Iteration
CEA identifies relevant documents in candidate source and moves them to reference. Then CEA reshapes statistical models (RM, TM or CTM) over the updated sources. In terms of the reformed models, CEA starts a new round of relevance determination, data movement, and statistical modeling. CEA keeps it going until meeting any of the following termination criterions:  T1: No more new topic occurs in the reference source (N t doesn't change).  T2: The number of the documents in Peak1 (Figure 3 ) begins to increase continuously. T2 is triggered if T1 loses its efficacy. The invalidation happens when some general slices (i.e., general topics) are mistakenly introduced into the reference source, causing large-scale irrelevant document to be recalled and moved to reference. It will dramatically increase the number (N t ) of topics in a long term in the iterative procedure, driving CEA to capture more irrelevant documents. Thus Peak1 will be enlarged continuously. However, if as expected, Peak1 should be narrowed with increasing the iteration times because:  Fewer new related slices appear.  The number of documents related to the slices is less than that in previous iterations.
Optimization of EM and FM
In the preprocessing phase, we improve the precision of EM because higher-quality EM results can offer more reliable reference documents for biography modeling. In addition, we expand queries for FM to recall a larger number of relevant documents. It is helpful to minimize the loss of relevant documents before proceeding to CEA. To improve EM, we focus on identifying the common words that completely match the full name of the target entity. The words normally are elusive and easily treated as a correct entity name, called deceptive name, see that in (1). To reduce EM errors caused by deceptive names, we use name tagging (Miller et al, 2004) to distinguish deceptive names and true names. Further, we filter the documents that are mistakenly retrieved based on the match between a deceptive name and the full-entity-name based query Q. We leverage an Alternate Name Table ( ANT) for query expansion. ANT is a mapping table between entity name and alternate name. An alternate name is either generated according to the naming conventions (Burman et al, 2011) , such as abbreviation, suffixation and revivification. Some alternative names were extracted from knowledge base through redirect links (Nia et al, 2014) , such as nicknames in Wikipedia dumps. For an entity, we reformulate query Q by the combination of the pre-assigned full entity name and all possible alternate names in ANT, see (2). We use the expanded query for FM to increase the number of relevant documents in the candidate source, regardless of whether or not it will introduce a larger scale of new noises.
Experiments
We evaluate our methods on KBP 2013 corpus. The corpus contains 2.1M texts collected from web pages, newswires and discussion forums. From this corpus, a slot filling system is required to find fillers for 41 types of slots that represent the attributes of the target entities. There are 25 slot types of person and 16 slot types of organization, such as a Person's birth date and an Organization's founder .
KBP 2013 includes 100 target entities and ground-truth fillers and provenances, where the ground-truth data was obtained by manual verification and annotation on the pool of system outputs. The provenances contain the IDs of documents relevant to target entities and fine-grained text spans which illustrate the eligibility of fillers.
In total there are 1,851 gold standard relevant documents available for the evaluation of entity archiving. However the data is far from enough because it only covers a small portion of all relevant documents in the pool. Most are excluded since KBP annotators ignore relevant documents in which there isn't any filler for the assigned slots or, although exists, the fillers were inexactly identified by Slot Filling systems. Therefore, we manually went over the pool and extracted 4,405 relevant documents as our ground-truth. Table 8 : Archiving results (CTM1, 2 &3 are CTM using different types of contexts, context1, 2 &3 in Table 7 )
Archiving Results and Analysis
We evaluate the entity archiving methods by micro and macro Precision (P), Recall (R) and F metrics. Table 8 shows the main results.
 Overall Archiving Results
Overall, the proposed CEA methods perform much better than the string matching based entity archiving methods (i.e., EM and FM).
In addition the methods outperform a randomsampling based CEA (baseline), which randomly selects a certain number of documents (candidates) from the candidate source to combine with reference source straightforwardly (for final archiving results generation). The sampling number is set to be the same as the number of candidates eventually archived by RM-based CEA. Table 9 shows the number of candidates archived from the candidate source by all kinds of CEA methods. It demonstrates that the biography-based CEAs yield higher precision (Table  8 ) after introducing the same or smaller number of candidates in the reference source, revealing the positive effect of biography modeling on entity-oriented document relevance determination.
 Reliability versus Comprehensiveness CEA achieves higher precision by using the optimized EM results as reference source. It demonstrates the importance of reliable prior knowledge for entity understanding as well as detecting relevant documents. However, the reference source causes lower recall scores of all CEA methods. The reason lies in reduction of prior knowledge. As shown in Table 8 , the refined reference source (i.e., optimized EM results) covers only 24.6% of all relevant documents, which is far less than the coverage before optimization (nearly 40%).
The reduced prior knowledge provides fewer available life slices of an entity for constructing an informative biography, inevitably resulting in missing some relevant documents. In order to confirm this, we regard the 41 KBP slot types as some readily-made visible life slices, and use the manual annotations of the slot fillers to verify whether a life slice appears in a relevant document. For example, the filler "Corporate liaison of the slot Title reveals the slice of freelance career of Mark Fisher. Then we figure out the coverage rate of life slices for both the original reference source and the refined. Figure 4 exhibits the coverage rates for 5 most frequently occurred life slices. The coverage rate is calculated by the number of reference sources that contain a specific life slice versus 100, i.e., the number of reference sources for the 100 KBP entities (one per entity). It can be found that the refined reference sources miss lots of life slices.  Comparison among Biography Models RM is biased towards the popular life slices in biography modeling. The reasons are as following: 1) RM gives greater weights to the highfrequency words, and 2) popular slices are of much greater public interest and hence frequently mentioned in relevant documents. However, some entities not only share similar names but similar popular slices, such as the religious vocation of different church scientologists. Therefore RM is extremely likely to acquire the documents related to the namesakes if they have similar popular background as the target entity, causing a greater loss of precision. Table 10 : Entities of similar background By contrast, TM independently represents different life slices and combines the effects of the slices on biography-document relevance determination, evenly and exhaustively. Comprehensive and unbiased measurement of every known life slices is helpful in disambiguating entities that have similar backgrounds (definitely not the same in all). As a result, TM improves the precision. And the context-based TM goes further.
Slot Filling Results and Analysis
We apply our entity archiving methods to two top-ranked slot filling systems in the evaluation of KBP 2013, including LSV (Roth and Klakow, 2013) and Blender (Yu et al 2013) .
The LSV incorporates a string matching based entity archiving and a SVM classifier based filler extraction. LSV's archiving model expands queries by using suffixes and Wikipedia anchor texts, and uses mutual information based relevance measure in document ranking and filtering.
Blender employs a hybrid retrieval model for archiving relevant documents. It combines Boolean and VSM models and expands query by an alternate name table similar to ours. For filler extraction, Blender implements truth finding over conflicting claims from multiple rule-based extraction systems. Table 11 : Archiving performance of LSV &BLD Table 11 shows entity archiving performances of LSV and Blender (Macro-Average P, R and F). All CEA methods perform better than the both. With the aim to optimize provenances of fillers, we modify the slot filling systems by substituting their archiving methods with ours. Both LSV and Blender achieve significant gains. The most interesting finding is on the different performance gains. It should reveal the fact that the well-supervised classification based filler extraction of LSV has a better capability of noise resistance, while by contrast, the truthfinding in Blender is capable of identifying valid fillers if the quality of archiving results is high, otherwise easily makes mistake.
Conclusion
We doubt that it is easy to maintain the stability of current entity-oriented knowledge acquisition methods, including ours, in dealing with ordinary entities. Most target entities now in use for the evaluation are made to stand as "out of the ordinary", such as well-known enterprises, celebrities or domain experts. As a result, a corpus contains abundant relevant documents of the entities but less about the little-known namesakes. It greatly reduces the interference of namesakes and thus the difficulty of the task.
In future work, we will make the task critical for success by employing the little known namesakes as targets. In addition to verifying the robustness of the CEA method, we will work on the relationship among entities (ACE entity relation types, Doddington et al, 2004) and related events (e.g., causal, temporal and sub-event relations), by which to build graph-based biography.
